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UNION #28 JOINT SUPERVISORY COMMITTEE 

Monday, May 17, 2021 

Final Minutes 
 

Present: Jennifer Eichorn, Dan Hayes, Erik Semb, Barbara Doyle, Jess Rocheleau, Aaron Buford, Craig Cohen, Jen 

Malcolm Brown, Beth Erviti, Johanna Bartlett, Carla Halpern, Members; Lauren Thomas-Paquin, Chair; Principals of U#28 

Schools; Bruce Turner, Director of Finance and Operations; Prudence Marsh, Director of Student Support Services; Jennifer 

Culkeen, Superintendent; Public Guests. 

 

 

1. Meeting Called to Order by Lauren at 6:32 P.M. 
 

2. Public Hearings: None. 
 

3. Approval of the Minutes from March 15, 2021: 
 

JOHANNA MOVED TO APPROVE THE MINUTES OF MARCH 15, 2021. BETH SECONDED. UNANIMOUS.  

 

4. New Business: 

 

1. U28 Bullying Prevention and Intervention Plan - Vote:  

 

Jennifer turned the floor over to Pru to explain the Plan. This is part of a periodic, rotating review undertaken by 

DESE; we need to have this plan formalized and made publicly available on our websites. We’ve worked with 

DESE to ensure that the plan meets state standards. Jennifer noted that this is also an example of Union-wide 

efficiencies; we’ll have one Plan for the Union that applies to all four districts instead of each district having to do 

the work of coming up with their own plan. 

 

Craig wondered if this was urgent, as it’s nine pages long and might require some time to fully digest and discuss. 

Erik asked if JSC could take an initial vote on it followed up by a final vote at a later date, and also asked if this 

plan could be changed by JSC. Jennifer said that yes, it could be changed by JSC. Erik suggested withdrawing the 

approval for the plan to vote at another time. Johanna and Jennifer E. said they’re comfortable voting today. 

 

BETH MOVED TO APPROVE THE U28 BULLYING PREVENTION AND INTERVENTION PLAN AS 

PRESENTED. JOHANNA SECONDED. VOICE VOTES ALL AYES WITH ONE ABSTENTION. MOTION 

PASSES. 
 

5. Old Business: 

 

1. Union #28 Efficiencies - Discussion Continued: 

 

Establish U28 Efficiencies Sub-Committee - Discussion and Vote: Jennifer explained the rationale for forming this 

subcommittee, which would look at all the ways we could achieve efficiencies across the Union, including policy 

crafting. Erik asked why couldn’t the Chairs and Principals of each school committee and school oversee the work 

of this subcommittee (we have a lot of committees meeting already)? Johanna liked Erik’s suggestion and 

wondered whether the Principals had any concerns about SC members overseeing this work. Erik is excited that 

we’re hiring employees through the Union and splitting the costs, an idea he’s long advocated for. Craig said that 

hiring is beyond the purview of JSC, and it makes sense for proposals to come before a subcommittee for vetting 

purposes. Dan said here are a number of things we can do to address policies that we share across the Union (we 

can form a subcommittee, pay someone to compare policies, etc.), but that there are other concerns that need to 

come from Union administration that we can respond to. Maybe we can look into our other options for this 

endeavor before forming a subcommittee? Johanna said that part of our concern about efficiencies comes from the 

Principal workloads, so she’s less interested in putting this back on them. 

 

Jennifer said that some of the biggest efficiencies don’t lie in administrative costs, but contracts for services, etc. 

Some of these are outside of her purview. Dan said that perhaps those opportunities for efficiency gains in shared 
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contracts could be brought before JSC. Beth said she hears a desire to work more creatively to find efficiencies in 

this proposal, and she supports that; perhaps we can just discuss these opportunities as they arise instead of forming 

a subcommittee. Lauren said that given what she’s hearing, we should just move forward to address individual 

efficiencies for now, and just keep our eye out for these. Jess suggested addressing individual areas or items as they 

come up; maybe we could discuss the bus contract first. Aaron appreciated the intention to get the most we can out 

of exploring efficiencies, but perhaps we don’t need to commit to a subcommittee just yet. Beth liked these 

suggestions and echoed Jess’s idea about looking at transportation first. Dan expressed some reservation with the 

bus contract idea, since that’s handled by U#28 Administration, which should bring a proposal to us for us to 

consider. How can we work individually as districts on something like that? So some proposals simply have to 

come from U#28 Administration first. Beth said she appreciates Dan’s point, but this could also be an opportunity 

for us all to learn about the ins and outs of the topics we’d be exploring. Bruce is more than willing to have 

conversations about all these topics - there are some things we do that are frustrating and maybe could be done 

better, such as Food Services. 

 

Lauren concluded this item by saying we’ll proceed on an item-by-item basis for now. 

 

6. Budget and Personnel Committee: No report. 

 

7. Superintendent Report: 
 

Superintendent Evaluation: 

 

Jennifer said we’ve hired two Adjustment Counselors, one for each pair of schools. These one-year positions will 

be critical to helping our students adjust as we transition out of the pandemic. Jennifer said we’ve also hired a 

successor Director of Student Support Services, though she’s very sad to be bidding farewell to our longtime 

colleague Pru. Jennifer reviewed the latest COVID guidance and restrictions; all restrictions in the state are due to 

be lifted May 29, but she recommends that we continue to follow our own policy, requiring face coverings of 

students through the end of the year (as most of them will not be vaccinated before then). Jennifer E. supports this 

recommendation, as does Craig, who asked how the Union will respond to families who come forward challenging 

our mask policy. Jennifer said that our policy doesn’t end until rescinded by JSC, and the pandemic emergency 

extends through the end of the school year. Carla reassured JSC that an SC policy can’t contradict the law, but it 

can provide additional provisions that the law doesn’t. Families that object can do so on certain grounds (physical 

inability or medical reasons for not wearing masks) that would already have been brought up, and would be dealt 

with on a case-by-case basis. 

 

Johanna noted that she’s ready to help fellow JSC members fill out the Superintendent Evaluation forms; they can 

be puzzling. She also asked Jennifer whether JSC members have to use the DESE form and fill it out completely. 

Jennifer said the form is used to evaluate teachers, so she would like to use the same evaluation document that the 

Principals use for teachers. 

 

Jennifer proceeded to review her goals, including actions taken to support each, which JSC will be using to 

conduct their evaluation: 1) School Reopening, 2) Family Engagement, 3) Exploration of Regional Efficiencies. 

She shared some lessons we’ve learned during the pandemic, including the fact that the social curriculum is just as 

important as the academic curriculum, and a shared vision is key to our work. She shared other key items from her 

summative self-assessment. Beth praised Jennifer’s kick-redacted MCAS letters, and other JSC members praised 

Jennifer for her leadership. Johanna noted that the list of actions taken is an incredible catalogue of things that 

needed to get done and did get done; she thanked Jennifer and U#28 staff and school staffs for all their hard, 

devoted, effective work during this pandemic. Dan noted that the decentralization of Central Office into the 

schools was an incredible feat as well, and thanked Jennifer for spearheading that move. Craig noted how so many 

of these actions are firsts; he recommended conferring with Principals to put together a reflection on best practices 

that have come out of this time period. Future generations can benefit from your hard work. Beth offered high 

praise to Jennifer by way of a contrasting portrait of a Superintendent in another district, who spends every meeting 

on his phone and never makes eye contact with anyone. Lauren thanked Jennifer for leading us with compassion 

through an incredibly challenging year. Jennifer said she stood and stands in the company of wonderful people, 

who all together met the challenge before us with incredible grace and heart. 
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Erik wondered whether one day we would get the Central Office staff back together in an office. Jennifer said she 

hopes to meet in person this fall. Erik said his goal is to have a U#28 Central Office again one day. 

 

8. Director of Finance and Operations Report: 

 

Bruce reported that we’re finalizing the MSCBA project at SRS. With COVID and grant monies, we’ve been able 

to do significant updates to the HVAC system there. We’ve done some weatherization there as well. We’re 

working with the Town of Shutesbury to fix the roof and boiler at SES and have some bids out right now. We’ve 

been having some problems with our Food Service supplier and we’d like to go out and try a different route 

instead. He thanked Pru for their great relationship and all her excellent help on grant work. Pru echoed the 

sentiment and said that Jennifer set the stage for everyone to be themselves, with their strengths celebrated and 

their challenges supported. Bruce has been like a work brother, and she truly appreciates it. Bruce said that the 

USDA has approved the free and reduced school lunch program through the end of next year. 

 

9. U#28 Policy SubCommittee: 

 

1. Discussion of subcommittee: 

 

Lauren explained the purpose of this subcommittee, which is to explore, write, and propose Union-wide policies. 

 

10. News/Updates from Each School and Union #28: 

 

Lauren welcomed all our new committee members! 

 

Wendell/New Salem: SRS Principal Kelley Sullivan reported that MCAS is coming up next week with a 90-minute 

time limit (the test won’t count against schools during this pandemic year). We did a survey of home school 

families, and some students will be returning to SRS. We’ll have our 6th Grade Graduation at JaDuke since our 

gym is currently unavailable. We’ve had baby goats at the school for the last week, which has brought such joy to 

the students, who feed and walk them. Her golden retriever Ollie has become a comfort dog who visits children at 

school and really calms them down and comforts them. We’re talking about how we’re going to move staff around 

next year based on student needs. Looking forward to a nice break first, though! 

 

Leverett: Craig reported that our Friday Post featured a story about a woodchuck who got into the axle of a school 

bus, which became an all-hands-on-deck situation at the time but turned out fine. He welcomes the arrival of 

summer and the positive changes in pandemic conditions. Our 6th Graders have spent 90% of their time outdoors 

since February, an amazing feat by our 6th Grade teacher. 

 

Shutesbury: Lauren said the 6th Grade traditions are continuing (online Portfolios and a potluck with dessert 

delivery). She gave a shout-out to Gail, who puts all the school lunches in bento boxes to reduce waste and food 

mess. The kids have been enjoying being outside this whole time as well. 

 

Erving: Erik said he delivered 10 yards of mulch to EES to make it look prettier. It’s been really nice to see all the 

kids outside, playing and eating lunch, and the drop-off system is working really well. EES Principal Lisa Candito 

reported that we have an end-of-year theater performance coming up as well as a Field Day for in-person learners 

(we’ll bring in our remote learners somehow). MCAS testing is coming up for various grades over the next two 

weeks. We’ll have a mini-6th Grade Commencement ceremony. New carpets will be going into the building July 

1, and we’ll start a weatherization project then. 

 

11. Future Items to Discuss: 

 

● Next Meeting Date: TBD 

● Budget & Personnel Committee - October 2021 

 

12. Executive Session to Conduct Strategy Sessions in Preparation to Conduct Contract Negotiations with Nonunion 

Personnel: 
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ERIK MOVED TO ENTER EXECUTIVE SESSION TO CONDUCT STRATEGY SESSIONS IN PREPARATION 

TO CONDUCT CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS WITH NONUION PERSONNEL, NOT TO RETURN TO 

PUBLIC SESSION AFTERWARD. CARLA SECONDED. VOICE VOTES ALL AYE. UNANIMOUS. 

 

13. Adjournment 


